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For positive integers d, c and u, 
graph of diameter d is determined. 
the minimum number of nodes for a c-connected u-regular 
0. hmMh!tion 
In order to avoid trivialities, it is assumed throughout that 
d 22, vacal, and ~23. 
A (d, c, v)-graph is a c-connected graph of diameter d in which each node is of 
valence v. The minimum order (number of nodes) of such graphs is denoted by 
p(d, c, v), and a minimum (d, c, v)-graph is one of minimum order. The 
minimum (d, 1,3)-graphs and minimum (d, 2,3)-graphs were classified and 
enumerated by Klee and Quaife [6], and for odd d the minimum (d, 3,3)-graphs 
were classified and enumerated by Klee [4]. Related results were published by 
Myers (7-91. For large values of c and v, it seems hopeless to attempt o classify 
all minimum (d, c, v)-graphs, and precise enumeration seems also to be very 
difficult. However, it is possible to determine p(d, c, v) for all (d, c, v), and that 
is the purpose of the present note. 
Obviously &!, c, v) 2 p (d, c, v), the minimum order of a c-connected graph 
of diameter at least d in which each node is of valence at least v. It turns out that 
in many cases, p(d, c, v) = p( d, c, v), where this means that the two function 
values differ by as little as possible, taking into account he fact that all odd-valent 
graphs are of the L . ._ -J-I order (in other words, either p(d, c, v) = ~(d, c, v), or v 
and p( d, c, v) are both odd and p(d, c, v) = p( d, c, v) + 1). However, there are 
cases in which the excess of p(d, c, v) over F( d, c, v) is not accounted for by this 
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simple parity consideration, and even when ~(d, c, v) = p(d, c, v) the construc- 
tion of minimizing graphs is significantly more complicated when v-regularity is 
required. 
The following formulas for p (d, c, v ) were established by Klee and Quaife [S], 
and later by Amar, Fournier and Germa [l]: 
(a) ~(2, c, v) =2+v; 
(b) Ifda3then 
~(d,c,v)=2+2v+c(d-3) when VS~C-1 
~(d,c,v)=1+v+cd+(v-3c+1)~d/3~ when v.a3c-1. 
Here is a complete description of ~(d, c, v) in terms of p (d, c, v). 
Theorem. p(d, c, v) 2: ~(d, c, v) except when v is even, c is odd, and 
(i) d 2 6, v=3c-1 
Or 
(ii) d = 5, c=f, v>3 
Or 
(iii) d 3 8, d = 2 (mod 3), v > 3c. 
The difference p(d, c, v) - p ( d, c, v ) is equal to [d /3] - 1 in ca+se (i) and to 1 in 
cases (ii) and (iii). 
Even though &d, c, v) exceeds ,u( d, c, v) by only 1 in cases (ii) and (iii), the 
notation p(d, c, v) = ~1 (d, c, v) does not apply then, because the excess is not 
due to the parity condition involved in the definition of =. 
The following equivalent statement of the theorem is more ponderous, but is in 
some respects easier to use: 




Ad, c, v) = 
3+2v+c(d-3) ifcvisoddanddiseven 
2 + 2v + c(d - 3j otherwise; 
whenda3andv=3c-1, 
ilL(d, c, v) = 
c(d + 3) if c is even 
c(d + 3) + [d/3] - 1 if c is odd; 
when da3 and va3c, 
Cc(d, c, v) = 
I 
2+v+cd+(v-3c+l)~d/3] ifcvisoddandd4 (mod3) 
or v is even and (d, c) = @,I) 
or v is even, c is odd, md 
Wd=2 (mod3) 
1 + v + cd + (v - 3c + 1) Ld/3] otherwise. 
Note that ~(3, c, v) = 2 + 2~. 
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Our section headings are as follows: 1. Proofs of lower bounds; 2. Construction 
preliminaries; 3. Construction of minimizing graphs. 
1. Proofs of lower bounds 
All of our graphs are finite, undirected, and without loops or slings. Paths and 
cycles are simple and are represented by sequences of successively adjacent 
nodes. For nodes p and 4 of a connected graph G = (N, E), S&p, 4) denotes the 
length (number of edges) of a shortest path from p to 4 in G, and the diameter 
8(G) is given by 
6(G) = max{&(p, 4): p, q E N). 
A diametral pair is a pair (x, y} of nodes such that S&X, y) = 6(G). For each 
positive integer r, the sphere S(p, r) of radius r about p is given by S(p, r) = 
{q EN: &(p, q) = r). 
A graph is v-regular if each of its nodes is incident to precisely v edges. It is 
c-connected if for each choice of distinct nodes p, q E N and set M c N\ {p, q} 
with IMj < c, there is a path from p to 4 that misses M. This is equivalent o the 
requirement that whenever p and q are distinct nodes, they are joined by a set of 
c independent paths (paths that are pairwise node-disjoint except that they all 
join p to q. ) 
In establishing lower bounds for p(d, c, v) and y (d, c, v), the cases with d s 3 
are straightforward and are left to the reader. We begin by considering a 
diametral pair (x, y) in a (d, c, v)-graph g with d a 4. Let NX (resp. NY) denote 
the set of all neighbors of x (resp. y), whence jNXl a v s 1NJ. For 2sj sd - 2, 
let Si = S(X, i), whence &(a c by the c-connectedness of G. Since the sets NX, 
S2r l l l J Sd-29 NY are pairwise disjoint, the order of G is at least 2 + 2~ + c(d - 3). 
Now suppose that d 2 6, and for 3 si < d - 3, let 
L$ = Sj_* U Sj U Sj+lm 
Considering the various members of 4, we see that 
IUjl a V + 1, (1) 
with strict inequality unless each member p of Sj is adjacent ‘LO every member of 
Uj except p itself. Since the sets 
N,, 6, u6, . . . 9 &(Ld,3]-I), NY 
are pairwise disjoint, are disjoint from &_2 if d = 1 (mod 3), and are disjoint 
from both &+_2 and S&-3 if d = 2 (mod 3), it follows that the order of G is at 
least 
2+2v+(\d/31 -l)(v+l)+mc, (2) 
where m is the residue class of d (mod 3). For each of the three residue classes, 
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the number in (2) is equal to 
l+v+cd+(v-3c+l)]d/3J. 
At this point, the lower bounds on p(d, c, v) have been established for all 
cases (the same sharp bounds as in [S] and [l]). These bounds, or these bounds 
increased by 1 when v and p( d, c, v) are both odd, also turn out to be the 
precise values of p( d, c, v) except in the three special cases described in the 
Theorem. It remains to discuss those cases. 
Consider first the case of even v =3c-1, da6. Since jS@cfor lsisd-1, 
equality in (1) requires that 
pj-ll= lsjl = Is,+11 =c 
and that exactly c2 edges of G have one end in Sj-1 and the other end in Sj. 
However, these are precisely the edges of G that have one end in the set 
M$={x}uN,u&u-•q__l 
and the other end not in this set. If Fi is the set of all such edges, and F2 is the set 
of all edges that have both ends in I$, then a count of incidences between edges 
of G and members of I$ shows that 
Pyl v=lF,!+2lF,l, 
whence IFI1 is even because v is assumed to be even. However, IFI1 = c2 and c is 
odd. The contradiction shows that strict inequality holds in (1) for 3 <i < d - 3, 
whence the factor u + 1 in (2) can be replaced by v + 2 and the desired conclusion 
follows. 
To complete the discussion of lower bounds, it remains only to consider the 
cases of even v 3 3c with c odd, d = 2 (mod 3) and either (d, c) = (5,l) or 
d 2 8. In these cases we need merely find one node not yet counted. Suppose, to 
the contrary, that g has only 
l+v+cd+(v-3c+l)]d/3] 
nodes. If (d, c) = (5, 1) then l&l = 1 = IS,l and exactly TV - 1 edges join N, to &. 
However, as in the preceding special case, the number of such edges must be, 
even and a contradiction ensues. If d 2 8 then 
I&l= I&l= l l l = lU,_,l = v + 1 and IS,_,1 = I&-,1 = c. 
Recalling the conditions for equality in (l), we see that there are precisely c2 
edges joining S d_3 to Sd-_2. Once more, a contradiction arises from the fact that 
the number of such edges must be even. 
The values claimed for p(d, c, v) have now been established as lower bounds. 
It remains to construct, for each (d, c, v), a (d, c, zP)-graph aving precisely the 
stated number of nodes. 
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2. Construction preliminaries 
The rough idea is to construct aminimum (d, c, v)-graph by arranging its nodes 
in levels according to their distances from a member x of a diametral pair {x, y}. 
With notation as in Section 1, we would like to arrange that S, = { y }, 
I& I= I&_,( = IJ, and the spheres Z&(x, r) for intermediate values of r (2 s r s 
d - 2) have cardinalities as follows: 
when v s 3c - 1, IS,1 = c for all intermediate I, thus obtaining 2 + 2~ + c(d - 3) 
nodes in all; 
when v 3 3c and d = 3k the intermediate spheres are arranged in k - 1 
successive groups of three, each consisting of c, c and r~ + 1 - 2c nodes; the total 
number of nodes is then 
2+2v+(]d/3] -l)(v+l)=l+v+(v+l)]d/3]. 
However, this useful guiding idea must be modified in many cases by adding 
nodes and edges to assure c-connectedness and v-regularity and to treat the case 
in which d is not divisible by 3. 
We require a family of graphs to serve as building blocks in carrying out the 
construction. It will be convenient, when referring to a set of n nodes 
1 uo, 4, l l l 9 k-1 9 } t0 let Ui for i 3 n denote the note ui where 0 <j < n and i = j 
(mod n). 
For n > 2k > 1, let G,,% consist of nodes uo, ul, . . . , u,,+ and edges {Ui, Uj} 
where j=i+k’ (modn) for 1 s k’ < k. Also, let G,,, be an edgeless graph with n 
nodes. For n > 2k + 13 1, let Gn,2k+l consist of G,,, plus the edges {Ui, Uj} 
where 
j =i + ]n/2] (modn) and 0 s i s [(n - 1)/2]. 
Note that for s a 2, the graph Gn,, is s-connected. A proof of this appears in 
footnotes (1) and (2) on page 166 of Berge’s book [2]. 
Note that Gn,n--3 is just a complete graph on n nodes with a spanning cycle 
deleted. When n is even, Ga,n_2 is a complete graph on n nodes with a l-factor 
removed. Rather than denote the complete graph on n nodes by Gn,n_l, we keep 
the usual notation K,. 
Now we are in position to construct he required building blocks. For each m 
and n with 0 6 m 6 (I;), we define a graph G(n, m) that has the following 
properties: 
(i) G(n, m) consists of n nodes and m edges; 
(ii) 2m (mod n) of the nodes of G(n, m) are of valence [2m/n] + 1 and the 
remaining nodes are of valence [2m/nJ ; 
(iii) when m - =vz, the graph G(n, m) is ]2m/n]-connected. 
The idea of the construction is to start with the edgewise-largest G,,, that has at 
most m edges (i.e., s is the greatest integer for which ](ns + I)/21 s m), and then 
append the necessary additional edges in a way that respects our valency needs. 
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Definition of the graphs G(n, m): For m and n 
[2m/n] and t =nz - &zs + 1)/21. Define G(n, m) to 
rding to the following three cases: 
with OSmS($), let s = 
be‘ G,,S plus t more edges 
I 
Cme 1. When [2m/n] is even, add the edges {ui, Ui) for 
j=i+[R/2] (modn) and i=O,l,...,t-1. 
Case 2. When [2rn/n] and n are both odd, add the edges {Ui, Uj} for 
n+l n+l . 
j=i+ [n/2] (mod@ and y-si<y+t-1. 
Case 3. When [2m/r?j is odd and n is even, add the eoges {Ui, Ui) for 
jsi+ 2 
-2 (mod n) and i=O,...,t-1. 
That G(n, m) has properties (i) and (ii) is immediate from the nature of the 
construction. Property (iii) follows from the fact that G(n, m) contains G,,, as a 
spanning subgraph and G=,, is 12rn/n] -connected. 
In constructing minimum (d, c, @-graphs, the building blocks are joined 
together in several different ways. In defining the manners of connection, we 
assume that 
U = {uO, ul,. . . , u,_,} and W = {wg, w,, . . . , w,_~}. 
To join U to W cyclically in groups of r, each node Ui in U is joined to the 
nodes Wi,, Wir+ 1) . . . , W(i+ l)r-1 in W. Within this connection, each node in U is of 
valence Y, rdr (mod m) of the nodes in W are of valence [w/m] + 1, and the 
rem&ing nodes of W are of valence [w/m]. 
Q join U to W consecutively in groups of r, each node Ui in U is joined to the 
nodes Wi, Wi+l, . . . 9 Wi+r-le 
To join U to W completely, each node of U is joined to each node of W. 
Now it remains to establish the existence of (d, c, v)-graphs with the claimed 
minimum number of nodes. That is accomplished here for d = 2 and d = 3, and 
the larger values of d are discussed in the next section. In the case d = 2, take 
G ,,+2,V when v is even and Gv+3.V when v is odd. Each of these graphs is 
v-regular as well as v-connected (and hence c-connected since c s v). That these 
graphs are of diameter 2 is straightforward. For example, if v is even and the 
nodes Ui and Uj are not joined by an edge, then 
j=i+(v+2)/2 (modv+2) 
and Ui is joined to Uj by the path (ui, ~(a+,,)~, uj). 
When d = 3 a minimum (3, v, c)-graph G can be constructed in the following 
manner. Let G be a graph with nodes ul, u2, . . . , u;+~, wl, w,, . . . , w,+~ and 
edges (Ui, Wj} for i, j = 1,2, . . . , v + 1, i # j. That G is v-regular and has 
diameter 3 is straightforward. To show that G is v-connected (and hence 
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c-connected) we show that any two nodes x and y in G can be joined by v 
independent paths. By symmetry, only the cases (x, y) = (ul, WJ and (x, y) = 
(u,, u,) need be considered. In the first case, the v independent paths are 
( u19 V&+1, u2> wi) and (u,, w k, u k+l, WI) for 2sk < 2) + 1. In the second case, 
they are (ui, w2, u3, wl, u2) and (ul, wk, u2) for 2 < k s v + 1. 
3. constrllction of minimbg graphs 
We turn now to the constructions when d 2 4. Each construction consists of 
choosing a sequence of node-disjoint graphs - a beginning endgraph B, a number 
of midgraphs Mj, and a terminal endgraph T - and interconnecting them in an 
appropriate manner. (The node-sets of the subgraphs B, Mj and Twill be the sets 
1x1 u N,, 4+1 and N,, U { y } of Section 1.) It is often convenient, while 
remembering that the midgraphs and the two endgraphs are pairwise node- 
disjoint, to ignore this fact notationally, using the same notation for nodes of B 
and nodes of T, or for the nodes of two or more midgraphs. In each case, context 
determines which of the building blocks, B, Mj or T is under consideration. 
For ease of discussion we introduce some more notation. Set 
J,,,k=G(n, (i)-k) 
and then let I_,& denote the result of joining Jn,k completely to a suspension node 
2. The following properties of In,& are relevant o our needs: 
(i) In,, has n + 1 nodes; 
(ii) & has one node of valence n (the suspension ode), A = n(n - 1) - 2k 
(mod n) nodes of valence in + 1 - 2k/n], and the remaining n - A nodes of 
valence [n - 2k/nJ ; 
(iii) In,k is in - 2k/n] -connected whenever k s $(n(n - 3)). 
In most cases, the two endgraphs B and T will be isomorphs of &,, for some s. 
In such cases, let B and T have suspension odes p and 4 respectively, and 
remaining nodes yo, y, , . . . , y, _ 1 in order of increasing valence. Let B ’ = B \ {p} 
and T’ = T\ {q). for midgraphs Mj with m nodes, let the nodes be named 
X0, X, . . . , X,-l. 
Case 1. (3SvS3c - 1, cv even - except for the case where c is odd and 
v = 3c - 1): The building blocks are B = T = Z,,cm and Mi = Gc,v_2r for 1 s i 6 
d - 3, where r is defined according to the following subcases: 
if c and v are of different parity and c(v - c + 1) 10 (mod4), then r = 
(v - c + 1)/2; 
if c and v are of different parity and c(v - c + 1) = 2 (mod 4), then r = 
( v - c + 3)/2; 
if c and v are both even then r = (v - c + 2)/2. 
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To obtain a cd, c, v)-graph G, join Ml (resp. M& to B' (resy. T') cyclically 
in groups of r; then join Mj to Mj+l consecutively in groups of r for 1 <j < d - 4. 
Case 2. (c odd, u = 3c - 1): Let B be l,,C(C+l)n. For 
J ‘~1 (mod3), lsjsd-3, 
let Mj and Mj+l be KC and let Mj+z be GC+l,C-l. Join Ml to B' cyclically in groups 
ofc+l. Wheni= 1 (mod 3) join M,- to Mi+l consecutively in groups of c - 1, and 
when i # 1 (mod 3) join Mi to Mi+l completely. 
In the subcase where d = 1 (mod 3), let T be &,c(c-l)n and join Md_-3 to T' 
cyclically in groups of c - 1. 
When d = 0 or d = 2 (mod 3), let T be lV,C(C+l)m If d = 0, join Md_3 to ? 
cyclically in groups of c, and if d = 2, join Md-3 to T' cyclically in groups of c + 1. 
Case 3. (3svs3c - 1, cv odd): This is divided into two subcases according to 
the parity of d. 
Suppose first that d = 4. If c = u, take 
and join Ml to B' (resp. T' ) cyclically in groups of 1. If c < v, take 
B = L.(c+1w--c+2)/4~ T = L~c+l~~v--cw, Ml = G+l,c-1, 
and join Ml to B' (resp. T') cyclically in groups of (v - c + 2)/2 (resp. 
( v - c)/2). 
In the subcase where d is even and d 2 6, let 
and 
B = Iv.crm T = L(c+l)sm 




where the values of r and s are specified below. 
If 2, = c let r = 2 and s = 1. For these values, Mi = Gc,=+ for 1 s i c d - 4, and 
M,_,=G c-f 1, 
That is, Md+ is a G C+l,C_3 with one additional edge. Then label the nodes of 
Md-3 so that x0 and x, are the two nodes of valence c - 2. 
If v>c then when v---c=0 (mod4) let 
V -c V-C 
r= - 
2 
and s =-+l, 
2 
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and when v - c = 2 (mod 4) let 





Let Mi=K,for lG<d-4, and let 
(c + l)(c - 1) + r 
> 2 l
That is, Md_3 is a Gc+l,c_l with r/2 additional node-disjoint edges. EIere label the 
nodes of Iw,_, so that the nodes x0, x1, . . . , xr_2 and X, are of valence c. 
The building blocks B, Mj and T are then connected as follows: 
Join Ml (resp. Md-3) to B’ (resp. T’) cyclically in groups of I (resp. s). for 
i=l,2,... , d - 4, join Mi to Mi+l consecutively in groups of s when i is odd and 
in groups of r when i is even. 
On the other hand (still in Case 3!), in the subcase for which d is odd, construct 
a (d + 1, c, v)-graph as described above; then delete Md-3 together with all of its 
incident edges, replace T by ZV,cm, and join Md-,., to T’ cyclically in groups of r. 
Caere 4. (v 3 3c, cv is odd and d = 1 (mod 3)): Let 
B = Iv,(c+l)(v-zc+l)n if d = 4, 
B = L,c(v-2c+l)n otherwise. 
Take T = Zv,c~c+l~l= and Md_-3 = Gc+l,c-l. For d > 4, let Md-4 = Gv-2c+l,v-2c-1, 
and for j = 1 (mod 3), 1 s j G d - 6, when it makes sense let Mj = M,+1= Kc and 
let Mj+z = Kv_&+l if j + 2 # d - 4. Join Ml to B ’ cyclically in groups of 
v - 2c + 1, join M d-3 to T’ cyclically in groups of c, and for i = 1, . . . , d - 4 join 
Mi to Mi+l completely. 
Case 5. (v 3 3c, except when d = 1 (mod 3) and cv is odd): If d = 5, c is odd, 
visevenandc#l, let 
B = T = ZV,c~V-2c+2~,2 and Ml = M2 = Kc. 
Join Ml (resp. M2) to B’ (resp. T' ) cyclically in groups of v - 2c + 2. Join Ml to 
M2 consecutively in groups of c - 1. 
Otherwise, if c is even or cv is odd, set r = v - 2c + 1, and if c is odd and v is 
even, set r =v - 2~. In each instance, set B = Zv,cm. For j = 1 (mod 3), 
1 <j s d - 3, let Mj, Mj+l and Mj+2 be Kc, K,,_c_r+1 and K, respectively. Join Ml 
to B’ cyclically in groups of r and for i = 1, . . . , d - 4 join Mi to Ali+, completely. 
If d = 0 (mod 3) let T be ZV,cm and join M d-3 to T’ cyclically in groups of c. If 
d = 1 (mod 3) let T be Z,,c(v_c_r+l)n and join Md_3 to T’ cyclically in groups of 
v - c - r + 1. If d = 2 (mod 3) then let T be Z,,r(v_c_-r+l),2 and join Md_3 to T’ 
cyclically in groups of r. 
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These five cases take care of ali possibilities for (d, c, v). It is a simple (though 
tedious) matter to verify that the constructed graphs have the required diameter, 
regularity, and order. It is less straightforward to verify that the graphs have the 
stated connectedness properties, but that too can be accomplished. For details of 
the connecte&ress arguments, the reader is referred to [3]. 
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